
[mailop] Deutsche Telekom rejects connections because of missing 
"provider identification"

<mailop@mailop.org>

flo <flo@dreggnmail.org>

<ml+mailop@esmtp.org>

Felix Zielcke <fzielcke@z-51.de>

Renaud Allard <renaud@allard.it>

Hi there
  

Have any of you had any bad experiences with Deutsche Telekom lately?
 They put one of my servers on their blacklist a�er an IP change with

 the reason that I have to provide an imprint on that machine.
 Have I missed something? Is this how it is done now?

 I have been running mail servers for years, both professionally and in
 my private life, never had problems of this kind before.

 I prefer not to put my private address unprotected on the internet.
  

Flo
  

_______________________________________________
 mailop mailing list

 mailop@mailop.org
 https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop

flo

To: mailop

Am Mittwoch, den 26.08.2020, 19:36 +0200 schrieb flo via mailop:
 Hi there

  

Have any of you had any bad experiences with Deutsche Telekom lately?
 They put one of my servers on their blacklist a�er an IP change with

 the reason that I have to provide an imprint on that machine.
 Have I missed something? Is this how it is done now?

 I have been running mail servers for years, both professionally and
 in

 my private life, never had problems of this kind before.
 I prefer not to put my private address unprotected on the internet.

  

Flo
  

Hi Flo,

Felix

To: flo, mailop

Wednesday, August 26th 2020, 19:36:53 CEST

Wednesday, August 26th 2020, 20:47:00 CEST

mailto:mailop@mailop.org
https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop


 

that's how it works now, if you want to send mails to them. I had that
 problem too, when my server IP changed.

 But it was enough to have the imprint visible for them just for the
 short time until they approved it. And then I directly removed it

 again.
  

Felix
  

 

_______________________________________________
 mailop mailing list

 mailop@mailop.org
 https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop

But it was enough to have the imprint visible for them just for the
  

Sorry for a stupid question: What is "the imprint"?
 Does that mean you have to operate a web server with an "Impressum"

 (I guess that's the German word?) if you want to send mail?
  

_______________________________________________
 mailop mailing list

 mailop@mailop.org
 https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop

ml+mailop---

To: mailop

More and more companies are requiring transparency. 

 

mail.mydomain.com 

 

There SHOULD be a URL associated with the domain ('mydomain.com') in the  

PTR.. And that URL should reflect the organization that is responsible  

for activity related to that domain.. I will have to dig up that M3AAWG  

Nest Practices document, but it is also enshrined in many Anti-Spam  

legislation recommendations as well.. 

 

I remember years back when involved in the Canadian task force, that was  

also a recommendation.. 

 

Michael

To: mailop

Wednesday, August 26th 2020, 21:06:24 CEST

Wednesday, August 26th 2020, 21:29:38 CEST

mailto:mailop@mailop.org
https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop
mailto:mailop@mailop.org
https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop


On 2020-08-26 12:06 p.m., ml+mailop--- via mailop wrote: 

>> But it was enough to have the imprint visible for them just for the 

>  

> Sorry for a stupid question: What is "the imprint"? 

> Does that mean you have to operate a web server with an "Impressum" 

> (I guess that's the German word?) if you want to send mail? 

>  

> _______________________________________________ 

> mailop mailing list 

> mailop@mailop.org 

> https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

>  

 

 

 

--  

"Catch the Magic of Linux..." 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Michael Peddemors, President/CEO LinuxMagic Inc. 

Visit us at http://www.linuxmagic.com @linuxmagic 

A Wizard IT Company - For More Info http://www.wizard.ca 

"LinuxMagic" a Registered TradeMark of Wizard Tower TechnoServices Ltd. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

604-682-0300 Beautiful British Columbia, Canada 

 

This email and any electronic data contained are confidential and intended 

solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed. 

Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely 

those of the author and are not intended to represent those of the company. 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

 

Shared infrastructure places ... like Office365 for instance, might find that problematic.

Also, some senders prefer for security reason, either "Privacy" or fear of DDOS, to hide behind the Infrastructure of Others.

Senders like Law Offices, certain corporations and such like.

 

Now if there's some other way to do that, I'm sure we'd be all ears.

 

Aloha,

Michael

To: mailop@mailop.org

Wednesday, August 26th 2020, 21:36:14 CEST

mailto:mailop@mailop.org
https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop
http://www.linuxmagic.com/
http://www.wizard.ca/
mailto:mailop@mailop.org
https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop


Michael.

--

Michael J Wise

 
Microsoft Corporation| Spam Analysis

"Your Spam Specimen Has Been Processed."

Open a ticket for Hotmail ?

 

-----Original Message-----

 
From: mailop <mailop-bounces@mailop.org> On Behalf Of Michael Peddemors via mailop

 
Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 12:30 PM

 
To: mailop@mailop.org

 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: [mailop] Deutsche Telekom rejects connections because of missing "provider identification"

 

More and more companies are requiring transparency.

 

mail.mydomain.com

 

There SHOULD be a URL associated with the domain ('mydomain.com') in the

PTR.. And that URL should reflect the organization that is responsible

for activity related to that domain.. I will have to dig up that M3AAWG

Nest Practices document, but it is also enshrined in many Anti-Spam

legislation recommendations as well..

 

I remember years back when involved in the Canadian task force, that was

also a recommendation..

 

On 2020-08-26 12:06 p.m., ml+mailop--- via mailop wrote:

>> But it was enough to have the imprint visible for them just for the

>

> Sorry for a stupid question: What is "the imprint"?

> Does that mean you have to operate a web server with an "Impressum"

> (I guess that's the German word?) if you want to send mail?

>

> _______________________________________________

> mailop mailing list

> mailop@mailop.org

> https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchilli.nosignal.org%2Fcgi-

bin%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fmailop&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608d8

49f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637340671844813013&amp;sdata=Llv4T4rZkVyK3nnz29a4AJ

AR2i8bGimBBw78BjRIBOo%3D&amp;reserved=0

>

 

 

 

--

"Catch the Magic of Linux..."

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=614866
mailto:mailop-bounces@mailop.org
mailto:mailop@mailop.org
file:///run/user/1000/snap.mailspring/mail.mydomain.com
file:///run/user/1000/snap.mailspring/mydomain.com
mailto:mailop@mailop.org
https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchilli.nosignal.org%2Fcgi-bin%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fmailop&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608d849f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637340671844813013&amp;sdata=Llv4T4rZkVyK3nnz29a4AJAR2i8bGimBBw78BjRIBOo%3D&amp;reserved=0


------------------------------------------------------------------------

Michael Peddemors, President/CEO LinuxMagic Inc.

Visit us at https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?

url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.linuxmagic.com%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7C1c723cea10ef4a28a

09608d849f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637340671844813013&amp;sdata=CHRKscMDKvUE

JTQdzO5%2BQS5632UyqQp%2B%2Bu0WGV0vCbw%3D&amp;reserved=0 @linuxmagic

A Wizard IT Company - For More Info https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?

url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.wizard.ca%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608

d849f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637340671844813013&amp;sdata=AgUPZIlX8wA06CDAXs

yKoOJMpfpD5IQr2hdfVY4gqVA%3D&amp;reserved=0

"LinuxMagic" a Registered TradeMark of Wizard Tower TechnoServices Ltd.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

604-682-0300 Beautiful British Columbia, Canada

 

This email and any electronic data contained are confidential and intended

solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed.

Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely

those of the author and are not intended to represent those of the company.

 

_______________________________________________

mailop mailing list

mailop@mailop.org

https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchilli.nosignal.org%2Fcgi-

bin%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fmailop&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608d8

49f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637340671844813013&amp;sdata=Llv4T4rZkVyK3nnz29a4AJ

AR2i8bGimBBw78BjRIBOo%3D&amp;reserved=0

_______________________________________________
 mailop mailing list

 mailop@mailop.org
 https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop

Dnia 26.08.2020 o godz. 12:29:38 Michael Peddemors via mailop pisze:
 There SHOULD be a URL associated with the domain ('mydomain.com') in

 the PTR.. And that URL should reflect the organization that is
 responsible for activity related to that domain..

  

No, it is a nonsense requirement.
 Mail is mail, web is web. Two COMPLETELY DIFFERENT SERVICES.

 Period.
 -- 

 Regards,
 Jaroslaw Rafa

 raj@rafa.eu.org

Jaroslaw

To: Michael

Wednesday, August 26th 2020, 21:46:19 CEST
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mailto:mailop@mailop.org
https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop
file:///run/user/1000/snap.mailspring/mydomain.com
mailto:raj@rafa.eu.org


--
 "In a million years, when kids go to school, they're gonna know: once there

 was a Hushpuppy, and she lived with her daddy in the Bathtub."
  

_______________________________________________
 mailop mailing list

 mailop@mailop.org
 https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop

How so? You have PTR records for your mail infrastructure, all with  

proper URL's matching your domains, correct? 

 

 

 

On 2020-08-26 12:36 p.m., Michael Wise via mailop wrote: 

> Shared infrastructure places ... like Office365 for instance, might find  

> that problematic. 

>  

> Also, some senders prefer for security reason, either "Privacy" or fear  

> of DDOS, to hide behind the Infrastructure of Others. 

>  

> Senders like Law Offices, certain corporations and such like. 

>  

> Now if there's some other way to do that, I'm sure we'd be all ears. 

>  

> Aloha, 

>  

> Michael. 

>  

> --  

>  

> *Michael J Wise* 

> MicrosoftCorporation| Spam Analysis 

>  

> "Your Spam Specimen Has Been Processed." 

>  

> Open a ticket for Hotmail <http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=614866> ? 

>  

> -----Original Message----- 

> From: mailop <mailop-bounces@mailop.org> On Behalf Of Michael Peddemors  

> via mailop 

> Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 12:30 PM 

> To: mailop@mailop.org 

Michael

To: mailop

Wednesday, August 26th 2020, 21:47:38 CEST

mailto:mailop@mailop.org
https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=614866
mailto:mailop-bounces@mailop.org
mailto:mailop@mailop.org


> Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: [mailop] Deutsche Telekom rejects connections  

> because of missing "provider identification" 

>  

> More and more companies are requiring transparency. 

>  

> mail.mydomain.com 

>  

> There SHOULD be a URL associated with the domain ('mydomain.com') in the 

>  

> PTR.. And that URL should reflect the organization that is responsible 

>  

> for activity related to that domain.. I will have to dig up that M3AAWG 

>  

> Nest Practices document, but it is also enshrined in many Anti-Spam 

>  

> legislation recommendations as well.. 

>  

> I remember years back when involved in the Canadian task force, that was 

>  

> also a recommendation.. 

>  

> On 2020-08-26 12:06 p.m., ml+mailop--- via mailop wrote: 

>  

> >> But it was enough to have the imprint visible for them just for the 

>  

> > 

>  

> > Sorry for a stupid question: What is "the imprint"? 

>  

> > Does that mean you have to operate a web server with an "Impressum" 

>  

> > (I guess that's the German word?) if you want to send mail? 

>  

> > 

>  

> > _______________________________________________ 

>  

> > mailop mailing list 

>  

> > mailop@mailop.org <mailto:mailop@mailop.org> 

>  

> >  

> https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?

url=https%3A%2F%2Fchilli.nosignal.org%2Fcgi-

bin%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fmailop&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7

C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608d849f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C6373

mailto:mailop@mailop.org
mailto:mailop@mailop.org
https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchilli.nosignal.org%2Fcgi-bin%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fmailop&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608d849f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637340671844813013&amp;sdata=Llv4T4rZkVyK3nnz29a4AJAR2i8bGimBBw78BjRIBOo%3D&amp;reserved=0


40671844813013&amp;sdata=Llv4T4rZkVyK3nnz29a4AJAR2i8bGimBBw78BjRIBOo%3D&amp;reserve

d=0 

>  

> > 

>  

> --  

>  

> "Catch the Magic of Linux..." 

>  

> ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

>  

> Michael Peddemors, President/CEO LinuxMagic Inc. 

>  

> Visit us at  

> https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?

url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.linuxmagic.com%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.

com%7C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608d849f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7

C637340671844813013&amp;sdata=CHRKscMDKvUEJTQdzO5%2BQS5632UyqQp%2B%2Bu0WGV0vCbw%3D&

amp;reserved=0  

> @linuxmagic 

>  

> A Wizard IT Company - For More Info  

> https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?

url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.wizard.ca%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7

C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608d849f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C6373

40671844813013&amp;sdata=AgUPZIlX8wA06CDAXsyKoOJMpfpD5IQr2hdfVY4gqVA%3D&amp;reserve

d=0 

>  

> "LinuxMagic" a Registered TradeMark of Wizard Tower TechnoServices Ltd. 

>  

> ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

>  

> 604-682-0300 Beautiful British Columbia, Canada 

>  

> This email and any electronic data contained are confidential and intended 

>  

> solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed. 

>  

> Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely 

>  

> those of the author and are not intended to represent those of the company. 

>  

> _______________________________________________ 

>  

> mailop mailing list 

>  

https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchilli.nosignal.org%2Fcgi-bin%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fmailop&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608d849f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637340671844813013&amp;sdata=Llv4T4rZkVyK3nnz29a4AJAR2i8bGimBBw78BjRIBOo%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.linuxmagic.com%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608d849f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637340671844813013&amp;sdata=CHRKscMDKvUEJTQdzO5%2BQS5632UyqQp%2B%2Bu0WGV0vCbw%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.wizard.ca%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608d849f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637340671844813013&amp;sdata=AgUPZIlX8wA06CDAXsyKoOJMpfpD5IQr2hdfVY4gqVA%3D&amp;reserved=0


> mailop@mailop.org <mailto:mailop@mailop.org> 

>  

> https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?

url=https%3A%2F%2Fchilli.nosignal.org%2Fcgi-

bin%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fmailop&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmichael.wise%40microsoft.com%7

C1c723cea10ef4a28a09608d849f6d93c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C6373

40671844813013&amp;sdata=Llv4T4rZkVyK3nnz29a4AJAR2i8bGimBBw78BjRIBOo%3D&amp;reserve

d=0 

>  

>  

> _______________________________________________ 

> mailop mailing list 

> mailop@mailop.org 

> https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

>  

 

 

 

--  

"Catch the Magic of Linux..." 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Michael Peddemors, President/CEO LinuxMagic Inc. 

Visit us at http://www.linuxmagic.com @linuxmagic 

A Wizard IT Company - For More Info http://www.wizard.ca 

"LinuxMagic" a Registered TradeMark of Wizard Tower TechnoServices Ltd. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

604-682-0300 Beautiful British Columbia, Canada 

 

This email and any electronic data contained are confidential and intended 

solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed. 

Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely 

those of the author and are not intended to represent those of the company. 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

Am Mittwoch, den 26.08.2020, 21:06 +0200 schrieb ml+mailop--- via 

mailop: 

> > But it was enough to have the imprint visible for them just for the 

>  

> Sorry for a stupid question: What is "the imprint"? 

Felix

To: mailop, ml+mailop

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 08:24:37 CEST
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mailto:mailop@mailop.org
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> Does that mean you have to operate a web server with an "Impressum" 

> (I guess that's the German word?) if you want to send mail? 

>  

 

Yes I mean the german word "Impressum" 

 

T-Online (or Deutsche Telekom) require that somewhere on your domain is 

your address visible. Even if you don't have a web page at all. And 

just use the domain for sending mails. 

 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

Felix Zielcke via mailop <mailop@mailop.org> writes: 

 

> T-Online (or Deutsche Telekom) require that somewhere on your domain is 

> your address visible. Even if you don't have a web page at all. And 

> just use the domain for sending mails. 

 

If only there were some standardized mechanism for this information... 

Someone should make one, I think. We could call it "whois". :) 

 

-tih 

--  

Most people who graduate with CS degrees don't understand the significance 

of Lisp. Lisp is the most important idea in computer science. --Alan Kay 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

Tom

To: Felix, ml+mailop, Felix

 

 

On 8/27/20 8:24 AM, Felix Zielcke via mailop wrote: 

> Am Mittwoch, den 26.08.2020, 21:06 +0200 schrieb ml+mailop--- via 

Renaud

To: mailop

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 08:37:08 CEST

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 09:02:40 CEST

mailto:mailop@mailop.org
https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop
mailto:mailop@mailop.org
mailto:mailop@mailop.org
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> mailop: 

>>> But it was enough to have the imprint visible for them just for the 

>> 

>> Sorry for a stupid question: What is "the imprint"? 

>> Does that mean you have to operate a web server with an "Impressum" 

>> (I guess that's the German word?) if you want to send mail? 

>> 

>  

> Yes I mean the german word "Impressum" 

>  

> T-Online (or Deutsche Telekom) require that somewhere on your domain is 

> your address visible. Even if you don't have a web page at all. And 

> just use the domain for sending mails. 

>  

>  

 

Does this mean that if you send a mail for "user@domain.com" from the  

server "mail.example.com" with a correct FCrDNS, it will be denied  

because domains don't match? 

If yes, this is the most stupid idea ever, as this cannot work for  

shared mail hosting. Or maybe they have done exceptions for things like  

o365 or gmail servers. 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

Am Donnerstag, den 27.08.2020, 09:02 +0200 schrieb Renaud Allard via 

mailop: 

>  

> On 8/27/20 8:24 AM, Felix Zielcke via mailop wrote: 

> > Am Mittwoch, den 26.08.2020, 21:06 +0200 schrieb ml+mailop--- via 

> > mailop: 

> > > > But it was enough to have the imprint visible for them just for 

> > > > the 

> > >  

> > > Sorry for a stupid question: What is "the imprint"? 

> > > Does that mean you have to operate a web server with an 

> > > "Impressum" 

> > > (I guess that's the German word?) if you want to send mail? 

> > >  

> >  

Felix

To: Renaud, mailop

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 09:21:20 CEST
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> > Yes I mean the german word "Impressum" 

> >  

> > T-Online (or Deutsche Telekom) require that somewhere on your 

> > domain is 

> > your address visible. Even if you don't have a web page at all. And 

> > just use the domain for sending mails. 

> >  

> >  

>  

> Does this mean that if you send a mail for "user@domain.com" from 

> the  

> server "mail.example.com" with a correct FCrDNS, it will be denied  

> because domains don't match? 

> If yes, this is the most stupid idea ever, as this cannot work for  

> shared mail hosting. Or maybe they have done exceptions for things 

> like  

> o365 or gmail servers. 

 

No. 

Deutsche Telekom uses a whitelist which IPs can send mails to @t- 

online.de accounts. They block every IP by default. 

 

So if you got some cloud vm with a new IP address, which never before 

sent mail to a @t-online.de address, mails will be rejected. 

You need to write their postmasters so it gets added to their 

whitelist. And for this process you need to have a small web page with 

your personal address listed if your server is run privately. 

 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

Am Donnerstag, den 27.08.2020, 09:21 +0200 schrieb Felix Zielcke via 

mailop: 

> Am Donnerstag, den 27.08.2020, 09:02 +0200 schrieb Renaud Allard via 

> mailop: 

> > Does this mean that if you send a mail for "user@domain.com" from 

> > the  

> > server "mail.example.com" with a correct FCrDNS, it will be denied  

> > because domains don't match? 

> > If yes, this is the most stupid idea ever, as this cannot work for  

Felix

To: Renaud, mailop

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 09:28:17 CEST
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> > shared mail hosting. Or maybe they have done exceptions for things 

> > like  

> > o365 or gmail servers. 

>  

> No. 

> Deutsche Telekom uses a whitelist which IPs can send mails to @t- 

> online.de accounts. They block every IP by default. 

>  

> So if you got some cloud vm with a new IP address, which never before 

> sent mail to a @t-online.de address, mails will be rejected. 

> You need to write their postmasters so it gets added to their 

> whitelist. And for this process you need to have a small web page 

> with 

> your personal address listed if your server is run privately. 

>  

>  

 

To make it a bit more clear: 

 

The domain of the PTR of your MTA sending IP counts. 

Not the one in the From Header of your emails. 

If you got once your sending IP whitelisted, it doestn't matter how 

many domains you run on it. And if they have a web page or not. 

 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

Am 27.08.2020 um 08:37 schrieb Tom Ivar Helbekkmo via mailop: 

 

>> T-Online (or Deutsche Telekom) require that somewhere on your domain is 

>> your address visible. Even if you don't have a web page at all. And 

>> just use the domain for sending mails. 

>  

> If only there were some standardized mechanism for this information... 

> Someone should make one, I think. We could call it "whois". :) 

 

My experience with Deutsche Telekom: I've created a web page like  

<https://postmaster.t-online.de/> with detailed information about the  

mail service. That has always been accepted in the past by T-Online. 

 

Jörg

To: Mail

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 10:25:53 CEST
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-- 

Regards 

Jörg 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

On Thu, Aug 27, 2020 at 09:21:20AM +0200, Felix Zielcke via mailop wrote: 

[..] 

> Deutsche Telekom uses a whitelist which IPs can send mails to @t- 

> online.de accounts. They block every IP by default. 

>  

> So if you got some cloud vm with a new IP address, which never before 

> sent mail to a @t-online.de address, mails will be rejected. 

> You need to write their postmasters so it gets added to their 

> whitelist. And for this process you need to have a small web page with 

> your personal address listed if your server is run privately. 

 

Awesome, how many personell do they engage with this process? Will such a 

scheme ever scale? This looks like a method out of dispair... 

 

Thinking of if every other recipient around the internet is going to 

force sender to register this way... every postmaster group would drown 

by such a task. 

 

Johann 

 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

Johann

To: mailop

On 26/8/2020 20:36, flo via mailop wrote: 

> I prefer not to put my private address unprotected on the internet. 

 

Well duh. 

G.

To: mailop

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 10:42:13 CEST
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Not everyone is a business with already-public information. I run my own  

server and host some domains on that. What assurances do I have that my  

personal information is protected by T-Mobile / DT after I send it to  

them? Why should I be forced to make this information public on a  

website? What's the point if I can just take it down the next day? 

 

When I had a whois record for my IP range with information and it was  

public, I was not happy but at least it made some sense. Now that WHOIS  

is considered a privacy leak, DT's scheme makes even less sense. 

 

My guess is they're just throwing cheap labor at a problem instead of  

actually thinking it through. I guess an army of interns is better on  

the finances than actual spam fighting experts and scalable infrastructure. 

 

Also, this is another walled garden and I can't believe their business  

customers (if the same method is used on them) would stay with them long. 

 

--GM 

 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

Dnia 27.08.2020 o godz. 09:21:20 Felix Zielcke via mailop pisze: 

> Deutsche Telekom uses a whitelist which IPs can send mails to @t- 

> online.de accounts. They block every IP by default. 

>  

> So if you got some cloud vm with a new IP address, which never before 

> sent mail to a @t-online.de address, mails will be rejected. 

> You need to write their postmasters so it gets added to their 

> whitelist. And for this process you need to have a small web page with 

> your personal address listed if your server is run privately. 

 

This is so absurd that it's even hard to find words to describe it. 

 

And it should be - in my opinion - a reason for everyone to block all 

e-mails FROM t-online.de in return. 

Maybe such an Internet-wide block will force them to change their absurd 

policy. 

--  

Jaroslaw

To: mailop

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 12:22:00 CEST
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Regards, 

Jaroslaw Rafa 

raj@rafa.eu.org 

-- 

"In a million years, when kids go to school, they're gonna know: once there 

was a Hushpuppy, and she lived with her daddy in the Bathtub." 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

On 27/08/2020 11:22, Jaroslaw Rafa via mailop wrote: 

> 

>> So if you got some cloud vm with a new IP address, which never before 

>> sent mail to a @t-online.de address, mails will be rejected. 

>> You need to write their postmasters so it gets added to their 

>> whitelist. And for this process you need to have a small web page with 

>> your personal address listed if your server is run privately. 

> This is so absurd that it's even hard to find words to describe it. 

 

It's the sort of thing that you'd think maybe someone should make a  

standardised way to authorise servers to send email from a domain. Maybe  

they could call it something fancy like 'Sender Policy Framework' or  

something?.. 

 

 

--  

Paul 

Paul Smith Computer Services 

support@pscs.co.uk - 01484 855800 

 

 

--  

 

 

Paul Smith Computer Services 

Tel: 01484 855800 

Vat No: GB 685 6987 53 

 

Sign up for news & updates at http://www.pscs.co.uk/go/subscribe 

 

_______________________________________________ 

Paul

To: mailop

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 13:06:29 CEST
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mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

Dnia 27.08.2020 o godz. 12:06:29 Paul Smith via mailop pisze: 

> >>So if you got some cloud vm with a new IP address, which never before 

> >>sent mail to a @t-online.de address, mails will be rejected. 

> >>You need to write their postmasters so it gets added to their 

> >>whitelist. And for this process you need to have a small web page with 

> >>your personal address listed if your server is run privately. 

> >This is so absurd that it's even hard to find words to describe it. 

>  

> It's the sort of thing that you'd think maybe someone should make a 

> standardised way to authorise servers to send email from a domain. 

> Maybe they could call it something fancy like 'Sender Policy 

> Framework' or something?.. 

 

It's rather strange that you are comparing this to SPF. 

1) SPF has no "default deny" policy; if a domain has no SPF record at all, 

then mail is (or at least should be) accepted by default. 

2) as the original poster mentioned, once you have authorized your server 

with them, you can send mail *with any sender domain*. It does not compare 

to SPF in any way. 

--  

Regards, 

Jaroslaw Rafa 

raj@rafa.eu.org 

-- 

"In a million years, when kids go to school, they're gonna know: once there 

was a Hushpuppy, and she lived with her daddy in the Bathtub." 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

Jaroslaw

To: mailop

Alternately, cloud providers could block port 25 outbound by default, requiring new 

instances/owners to perform some action to be allowed to use port 25. Some VPN and 

Tunnel providers do that now. Really depends where you want to place the burden. 

Alex

To: (mailop@mailop.org)

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 13:39:45 CEST
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I feel like I've seen an RBL operator or two including categorizations for Cloud IP 

space to help MBPs have more information to make decisions. 

 

-- 

Alex Brotman 

Sr. Engineer, Anti-Abuse & Messaging Policy 

Comcast 

 

> -----Original Message----- 

> From: mailop <mailop-bounces@mailop.org> On Behalf Of Jaroslaw Rafa via 

> mailop 

> Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:22 AM 

> To: mailop@mailop.org 

> Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: [mailop] Deutsche Telekom rejects connections 

> because of missing "provider identification" 

> 

> Dnia 27.08.2020 o godz. 09:21:20 Felix Zielcke via mailop pisze: 

> > Deutsche Telekom uses a whitelist which IPs can send mails to @t- 

> > online.de accounts. They block every IP by default. 

> > 

> > So if you got some cloud vm with a new IP address, which never before 

> > sent mail to a @t-online.de address, mails will be rejected. 

> > You need to write their postmasters so it gets added to their 

> > whitelist. And for this process you need to have a small web page with 

> > your personal address listed if your server is run privately. 

> 

> This is so absurd that it's even hard to find words to describe it. 

> 

> And it should be - in my opinion - a reason for everyone to block all e-mails 

> FROM t-online.de in return. 

> Maybe such an Internet-wide block will force them to change their absurd 

> policy. 

> -- 

> Regards, 

> Jaroslaw Rafa 

> raj@rafa.eu.org 

> -- 

> "In a million years, when kids go to school, they're gonna know: once there was 

> a Hushpuppy, and she lived with her daddy in the Bathtub." 

> 

> _______________________________________________ 

> mailop mailing list 

> mailop@mailop.org 

> https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi- 

> bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop__;!!CQl3mcHX2A!S23BuDfgTodTdXo2GL- 

mailto:mailop-bounces@mailop.org
mailto:mailop@mailop.org
mailto:raj@rafa.eu.org
mailto:mailop@mailop.org
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:
file:///run/user/1000/snap.mailspring/chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-


> 8xu8au4MQTZDTyeB_NmTJzyYL_53JNHhSlBO7HOAG4raq_5Nm$ 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

On 27/08/2020 12:39, Jaroslaw Rafa via mailop wrote: 

> It's rather strange that you are comparing this to SPF. 

> 1) SPF has no "default deny" policy; if a domain has no SPF record at all, 

> then mail is (or at least should be) accepted by default. 

 

No, but it's possible for a receiver to have a policy to not accept mail  

from an unknown server that doesn't match the sending domain's SPF  

record (and that such a record has to exist). If you're going to have  

the sending server have to have some form of 'authorisation', then  

requiring SPF would be better than requiring an one-off ad-hoc  

authorisation method. 

 

> 2) as the original poster mentioned, once you have authorized your server 

> with them, you can send mail *with any sender domain*. It does not compare 

> to SPF in any way. 

 

I missed that. I thought they had to say 'this mail server can send from  

this domain'. If the server can send from *any* domain, then it's a  

useless policy, as well as being unscalable. 

 

 

--  

Paul 

Paul Smith Computer Services 

support@pscs.co.uk - 01484 855800 

 

 

--  

 

 

Paul Smith Computer Services 

Tel: 01484 855800 

Vat No: GB 685 6987 53 

 

Sign up for news & updates at http://www.pscs.co.uk/go/subscribe 

 

_______________________________________________ 

Paul

To: mailop

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 14:35:38 CEST
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mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

On 2020-08-27 at 12:22 +0200, Jaroslaw Rafa via mailop wrote: 

> This is so absurd that it's even hard to find words to describe it. 

>  

> And it should be - in my opinion - a reason for everyone to block all 

> e-mails FROM t-online.de in return. 

> Maybe such an Internet-wide block will force them to change their 

> absurd policy. 

 

Just block them with the message: "Wrong address or misconfigured 

system. Your sender address is unable to receive mail." 

 

 

From your point of view, it's exactly what's happening. And for the 

poor t-online client, it doesn't make sense that he's not able to send 

an email to someone just because t-online doesn't know the company 

address of their recipient (not that it should be their business, 

either). 

 

Regards 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

Ángel

To: mailop

On 27/08/2020 10:30, G. Miliotis via mailop wrote: 

> Not everyone is a business with already-public information. I run my  

> own server and host some domains on that. What assurances do I have  

> that my personal information is protected by T-Mobile / DT after I  

> send it to them? Why should I be forced to make this information  

> public on a website? What's the point if I can just take it down the  

> next day?  

 

They know your email address. :) 

 

Tim

To: mailop

Thursday, August 27th 2020, 16:22:18 CEST
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It's a cultural and legal German thing.  It is quite common when doing  

business to want to know exactly who or what kind of company you are  

dealing with.  And everybody has an imprint or impressum section on  

their website 

 

They also have multiple company registries and different types of  

company.   And they like compliance. 

 

The same kind of regulations exist in the UK, but everybody forgets  

about them.    You often see business names on websites that don't match  

their legal entity; confusions between sole trader (just a person) and a  

registered company (limited, unlimited or one of the other types). 

 

uk regs:  https://www.bromley.gov.uk/leaflet/204102/4/675/d 

 

"Companies must disclose the following particulars on their business  

letters, order forms and websites" 

 

 

Why t-mobile want to white list, I don't know.  But you can be sure they  

don't get random spam from random compromised home broadband or cloud  

servers. 

 

 

--  

Tim Bray 

Huddersfield, GB 

tim@kooky.org 

 

 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 

On 27 Aug 2020, at 16:53, Tim Bray via mailop <mailop@mailop.org> wrote: 

> Why t-mobile want to white list, I don't know. But you can be sure they don't get 

random spam from random compromised home broadband or cloud servers. 

 

...until someone registers an IP with them, then $time passes and they terminate 

service or relocate to another provider and that IP address gets recycled onto a 

different, less technically able customer who's just been given a free pass into 

Deutche Telekom's mail system. 

Graeme

To: mailop
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Or, nothiswouldneverhappenwouldit, a spammer/scammer sets up a perfectly legitimate 

company with a registered office and everything, gets allowed in, and then changes 

modus operandi. Rinse, repeat. 

 

As many parties have said, the approach taken here simply doesn't scale in so many 

ways. 

 

Graeme 

_______________________________________________ 

mailop mailing list 

mailop@mailop.org 

https://chilli.nosignal.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mailop 
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